Introducing Skystream 3.7™ – a new
generation Residential Power Appliance
that hooks up to your home to help you
reduce or eliminate your monthly
electricity costs. It’s the first compact,
user-friendly, all-inclusive wind generator
(with controls and inverter built in)
designed to provide quiet, clean
electricity in very low winds. With
Skystream, homeowners and small
business owners now have the power to
choose their electricity source.
How it works is simple. With no batteries,
Skystream connects directly to your
home. When the wind is blowing, your
home is powered (in part) by Skystream;
when it’s not, your home is seamlessly
powered by your utility as usual. During
periods of strong winds, Skystream can
actually produce excess electricity. With
a net-metering connection to your utility,
your meter will spin backwards — giving
you credit for a later date.

Benefits of Grid-Tied Wind
Since April 2004 Ontario consumers have paid two
different prices for electricity depending on how
much they use. The major benefit of wind produced
energy when applied to tiered pricing is that it
eliminates the most expensive electricity first
by lowering or eliminating the use of higher priced
electricity.
Net metering allows consumers to receive full value
for the electricity they produce without installing
expensive battery storage systems. Thus it directly
affects the economics and pay-back period for the
investment and provides a simple, inexpensive, and
easily-administered alternative energy system,
providing important local, national, and global
environmental benefits.
Excess production then gets used up over the winter
months when your demand is highest. Your utility
essentially serves as 100% efficient battery that
stores energy for up to a year and eliminates the
need for maintenance and storage of batteries on
site.
Property Value Increase - Wind systems increase
property value by decreasing utility operating costs.
Green energy systems appreciate over time due to
the increasing annual savings the system will yield
as electric rates and bill savings rise.

This system is designed for an average
family home —
Standard Package Includes:
Skystream 3.7 Turbine
33’ Monopole Tower
AC Disconnect
Tower Wiring Kit
Welded J-Bolt Cage
Tower Hinge Plate

Net metering is a multi-step process that
requires careful consideration. Here are
the initial steps you’ll need to undertake:
1 Find out more about the process.

$11499

Installation allowance
$4500*
(base pad, labour, connections, etc.)

The first step is to contact your local utility
company. They can provide details about
the technical requirements, the approval
process, and how to obtain your netmetering agreement. Then...
2 Investigate your renewable
energy options.
Contact Ault Energy —
info@aultenergy.com We will be your key
source of information and help you find
the most suitable option for you.

Options:
Wireless Monitor Kit
USB Connect Kit for PC
Upgrade to 45’ Tower

I WANT TO GET STARTED.
WHAT’S NEXT?

$ 419
$ 119
$1750

Taxes extra.
* Final installation price to be determined
with site visit.

3 Determine how wind energy helps fit
your energy needs.
It’s worth considering what energy requirements you can reduce through, for
example, energy-efficient appliances and
lighting.
Remember, your credits can only be carried forward for 12 months, so there is no
value in over-sizing your system. (Most
residential generating systems produce
between 1 and 4 kW of power.)
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